Example PowerPoint Slides with Notes

**Louis Pasteur (1861)**

1. Boiled it and waited to see there was no growth
2. Then busted off top and there was microbial growth.
   - Shows other life form has to come from cells

**Problem that led to this work:**
Wine was becoming acidic instead of alcoholic

(1) Fermentation comes from microbe be no fermentation occurs if you seal it
(2) Allowed oxygen in → no fermentation
(3) Bacteria makes the wine acidic.
(4) Yeast ferments the wine to make it alcoholic

**Robert Koch: What causes disease? 1880’s**

After wine → What causes disease in animals and people?
- Saved farmers’ cattle in his time and highly revered
Example Reworked Notes, Bullet Style

Symbols: ⚡ = on test
underlined = repeated
??? = don't understand
ZZZ = zoned out

UK101 (class), xx/xx/xx (date)

Note-Taking: Cornell Method (class topic)

- Purpose of Note-Taking
  - Lectures present test questions
  - Benefits = (1) save time studying, (2) improve grades

- Cornell Method
  - recall column = left side of page (drawn line 2-3 in. from margin)
  - recall column: write main ideas/concepts
  - notes column = right side of page (write details about main ideas)

- Note-Taking Strategies
  - front row seat in class = minimal distractions

- What To Write
  - Listen for main ideas and themes.
  - Listen for word clues. Example: "This will be on the exam!"
  - Listen for repetition. Repeat = more likely to be on exam
  - Instructor's interest level indicates key points
    - Ex. what he/she writes on the board
    - Ex. what he/she includes in PowerPoints and handouts
    - Ex. what example problems/scenarios he/she uses

- Write important ideas. Use Cornell Method.
  - best for studying directly from notes

- Ask professor for help.

- Instructors' notes help them remember what to say in class. Always write
  - Your own notes. WRITING NOTES HELPS YOU LEARN!

See Purpose of Note-Taking above.

- After Taking Notes REVIEW NOTES WITHIN 24 HOURS! ⚡

- Z.Z.Z. ... Ask a classmate to help you fill in what you missed.

- Compare notes w/ classmate
- Rework notes—review with Cornell Method
- Fill in missing information.
- Cover recall side—quiz yourself on main ideas w/ notes